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On this website, you can find the complete menu of The Crazy Apple from Pasadena. Currently, there are 12
dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Crazy Apple:
My family and I are slowly going to work through the menu. The crazy apple has amazing treats. So far we have

had The Mangonada(no picture),The crazy mango, the bionic, and the bubulubu shake! read more. As a
customer, you can use the WLAN of the restaurant at no extra cost, And into the accessible spaces also come

visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Anthony S doesn't like about The Crazy Apple:
There's always pets in the food prep area they play with there dogs and then make your order seems really
unsanitary to have them around shedding hairs near the food walked out couldn't look past that read more.

Should you wish to sample fine American meals like burgers or barbecue, then The Crazy Apple in Pasadena is
the ideal place for you, Many visitors are particularly looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican cuisine. No

matter the occasion - a festival - the in-house catering makes it easy to enjoy the food from The Crazy Apple in
your own four walls, You'll find nice South American cuisine also in the menu.
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10 m�� popular
SHAKE

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Erfrischungsgetränk�
HORCHATA

Especialidade� (Specialtie�)
TAMALES

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

MEXICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

DESSERTS

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

APPLE

MANGO

CORN

CARAMEL

WATERMELON

ANANAS CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 14:00 -24:00
Tuesday 14:00 -24:00
Wednesday 14:00 -24:00
Thursday 14:00 -24:00
Friday 14:00 -02:00
Saturday 14:00 -03:00
Sunday 02:00 -22:00
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